


      therapist protocol

        ingredients
                 ambience

The combination of the above is an exceptional 
formula to care for mind, body & spirit!



Slip into the 

Pure Senses Spa 

world

A world that encompasses the best of nature to obtain 

unique well - being. Centrally located at the hotel 

“The Royal Blue Resort & Spa”, Pure Senses Spa is a 

TPEGI�[LIVI�]SY�[MPP�ƤRH� XLI�QSWX� MRGVIHMFPI��YRMUYI�

sensations, where mind, body and spirit converge to 

feel unforgettable, pleasurable experiences. 

The exquisite fragrances throughout the place, let the 

imagination fly into new cultures and worlds full 

of exoticism. The combined use of products from 

different origins such as marine, natural or exotic and 

the inspiration in various massage techniques that 

combine tradition and innovation are the basis of 

“Pure Senses Spa”: a new day of experiencing the most 

authentic sensations.



Germaine de Capuccini 

Treatments

After Sun Intensive facial treatment 
with aloe vera 50 min - €80.00
Maximum hydration concentrated in an advanced treatment ideal for all skin 
types and especially, for those with signs of dehydration. Its “hydroactive” for-
mula protects the skin, promoting its natural resistance against the signs of 
premature ageing or burned skin.

Premium lift elixir  60 min - €100.00
Sophisticated experience by means of a beauty ritual inspired by the Roll and 
Lift facial massage. A perfect combination between the innovative elixirs and 
XLI�QEWWEKI�QSZIQIRXW�XS�EGLMIZI�E�QEKRMƤGIRX�TVIZIRXMZI�ERXM�EKIMRK�IJ-
fect and a sensational relaxation of the body and the mind. 

Men’s skin care   55 min - €85.00
Suitable treatment for male skins suffering from signs of fatigue and stress, with 
lack of vitality. The skin VIJVIWLIH�MQQIHMEXIP]�ƤPPW�IRIVK]�ERH�WLMRI��[LMPI�FIMRK�
protected from external aggressions, causing premature aging.                                                                                   

Valmont Most Advanced 

Anti-age & Repair Facials

Vitality of the Glaciers 90 min - €130.00
A Biological Lift and Deep Hydration face treatment, with spectacular results 
based on Swiss tradition in Cellular Rejuvenation. A patented pure native col-
PEKIR�QEWO� MW� YWIH� EPSRK� [MXL� E� WTIGMƤG�QEWWEKI� XIGLRMUYI� JSV� XLI� JEGI��
WQSSXLMRK�ƤRI�PMRIW��VIWXSVMRK�XSRI��KPS[�ERH�WYTTPIRIWW��

AWF Eye Lift treatment 45 min - €70.00
8LEROW�XS�E�WTIGMƤG�GSPPEKIR�I]I�QEWO�ERH�XLI�ETTPMGEXMSR�SJ� XLI�RI[�%;*�
Eye cream, it aims to eliminate HEVO�GMVGPIW��TYJƤRIWW��ƤRI�PMRIW�ERH�[VMROPIW��
)\GIPPIRX�GSQFMREXMSR�SJ�HVEMREKI��EGYTVIWWYVI��ƤVQMRK�QEWWEKI�[MXL�XLI�%RXM�
;VMROPI�'SQTPI\�I]I�GVIEQ�SJ�:EPQSRX��*SV�QIR�ERH�[SQIR�                                                                                

Pure Senses Spa choose the best products from plants and herbs, 

sea and nature, to pamper your skin. 

Enjoy this unique experience!

Body Peeling Collection

Mer Ritual Sea Salt Scrub 30 min - €35.00
Sea salt scrub inspired by Mediterranean beauty rituals and infused with pure 
Greek olive oil, stimulate and revitalizes your body. A multi-sensory trip aimed 
to obtain a new skin.  

Idyllic Baboo-Jeju Peeling   35 min - €40.00
Initially, give your body a cool and creamy peeling with Baboo and Argan oil, 
removing dead skin cells. ComTPIXI�]SYV�GEVI�[MXL�XLI�YRMUYI�ZSPGERMG�[EXIV�
from Jeju Island, rich in hyaluronic acid and minerals, providing maximum hy-
dration, anti-aging and skin toned. 

Amber Royal Sugar Scrub   40 min - €45.00
A peeling with sugar, organic olive oil, coconout oil, sesame oil, vitamin E, will leave 
your skin smooth and lumiRSYW��;I� VIGSQQIRHIH�FIJSVI�WXEVX� ER]�WPMQQMRK�
program.                                                                                 

Mediterranean Scrub   35 min - €45.00
A therapy that is a true enjoyment due to the aromas and textures of argan, olive 
seeds, grape seeds, orange water, etc. This soft touch will leave your skin impres-
sively gently. A truly exciting moment.                                                                                

Valmont Facial Treatments

Purity of the Alps by Valmont 75 min - €85.00
This facial is focused on deep skin cleansing with the ultimate freshness and 
purity of formulas incorporating Glacial Spring water from Switzerland. It hy-
drates and soothes the skin thanks to the application of the mask that best 
suits you after black heads extraction.

Immediate Beauty Flash  40 min - €60.00
)\TVIWW�JEGMEP�XLEX�VIZIEPW�MR�E�ZIV]�WLSVX�EQSYRX�SJ�XMQI�EPP�XLI�FIRIƤXW�SJ�XLI�
:EPQSRX�VERKI��I\TIVX�MR�Cellular Rejuvenation, it renews and refreshes the face 
thanks to the anti-stress mask Renewing pack. 

Nature Express Hydration   55 min - €90.00
This short facial provides immediate release from signs of dehydration like taut-
ness and sensations of discomfort and initiation to the Nature line. The Nature 
Moisturizing mask is ideal to wash away all signs of fatigue.                                                                                 

facial 
      treatments



Detoxifying body treatment with sea elements 55 min - €85.00
%�XVYI�QEMRXIRERGI���*VSQ�XLI�HIITIWX�SJ�XLI�*VIRGL�7IE�SJ�&VMXXER]�[I�I\XVEGX�this mud rich in marine silts, mineral salts and trace elements.  
4YVMƤIW�XLI�WOMR�[LMPI�TVSZMHMRK�MX�[MXL�EPP�XLI�FEWMG�IPIQIRXW�PSWX�F]�HEMP]�WXVIWWJYP�EGXMZMXMIW���

After Sun  treatment with soothing Aloe Vera 45 min - €70.00
A therapy that includes the secrets of dawn. The refreshing breeze that caresses the body, the calm and silence of the blue sky that takes you to 
ER�YRJSVKIXXEFPI�QSQIRX�SJ�GSQJSVX�ERH�[IPP�FIMRK��%PP�SJ�XLMW�XLVSYKL�XLI�TVSTIVXMIW�SJ�%PSI�:IVE�ERH�XLI�EVSQEW�SJ�1MRX�

Anti-Cellulite Therapy 55 min - €85.00
The use of Seaweed powder on the treated areas has excellent action against cellulite and localized fat. A cure that neutralizes the harmful effects of free 
VEHMGEPW�ERH�TVSZMHIW�PYQMRSWMX]�ERH�ZMXEPMX]�JSV�WXVIWWIH�WOMR��8LI�WTIGMEP�XIGLRMUYIW�SJ�QEWWEKI�[MXL�EPKEI�GVIEQ�VIWXSVIW�GMVGYPEXMSR�ERH�WXMQYPEXI�
the body’s system.  

Heavy Legs Balanced mind 50 min - €75.00
The specially designed treatment for heavy and tired legs, immediately removes the annoying feeling of swellings and intense fatigue of the lower limbs, 
providing you cool for hours.( Suitable for pregnant women).

Chocó Body Sweet Harmony treatment 55 min - €80.00
A true pleasure with 0 calories! Remodel your silhouette with a delicious body wrap based on cocoa. Its colour, aroma and creamy texture melt 
on the skin, providing it with comfort and well-being.     

Spa Gold Body Experience 45 min - €100.00
Maximum glamour and sophistication in a revitalising body therapy based on “marine gold” that envelops the skin in a subtle golden veil by means 
SJ�E�RSYVMWLMRK�KSPHIR�[VET�ERH�ER�I\UYMWMXI�IQYPWMSR�SJ�+SPHIR�2IGXEV���%�WXMQYPEXMRK��VIZMXEPMWMRK�ERH�YRMUYI�7TE�I\TIVMIRGI���

Diamond and Ruby Sensation 60 min - €90.00
Luxurious remineralising anti-ageing treatment with precious stones. A cure of relaxation that eliminates signs of fatigue and illuminates the skin in a 
glamorous way thanks to a delicate exfoliation together with a delicious massage.

“Rasul” Experience 45 min - €60.00
The Rasul Spa Treatment witch is an ancient Arabic bathing ritual offers you a great relaxation. The treatment uses mineral-rich mud along with heat and 
WXIEQ��-X�XEVKIXW�EPP�ƤZI�WIRWIW��PMKLX�ERH�WSYRH�IJJIGX�EVI�YWIH�

Trust Germaine De Capuccini World which therapies are based on special 

techniques created by Germaine De Capuccini Company and inspired by 

impressive Greek philosophy and its separate spices.

body 
      treatments



Hydrotherapy 

is recommended almost before every treatment, choose the best that sweets you, be-

X[IIR�VIPE\EXMSR��WXMQYPEXMSR�ERH�HIXS\MƤGEXMSR�

Relaxation bath 25 min - €35.00

Stimulation bath 25 min - €35.00

(IXS\MƤGEXMSR�FEXL�25 min - €35.00

Thalassotherapy 45 min - €20.00

Thalassotherapy 

(from the Greek word for sea) is the medical use of seawater, that helps tone, moistur-

ize and revitalize the body and skin and in many case, improves circulation. The proper-

ties of seawater, such as potassium, calcium, sodium and iodine are believed to have 

FIRIƤGMEP�IJJIGXW�SR�XLI�WOMR��(MJJIVIRX�JSVQW�SJ�XLEPEWWSXLIVET]�LEZI�HMJJIVIRX�IJJIGXW��
helping you relax, tone your muscles, cleanse your skin, reduce the appearance of cel-

lulite, boosts your immune system & improve sleep quality.  

Sauna (for externals/only for adults) 60 min - €25.00

Hammam (for externals/only for adults) 60 min - €25.00

The use of water has been carried out for 

hundreds of years and now forms an integral 

part of traditional medicine practice with heal-

MRK�FIRIƤXW��

Hydrotherapy is the way to relieve discomfort 

and promote physical well – being. You have 

the opportunity to take advantage of the many 

positive effects of water therapy like massage 

the body, stimulating the lymphatic system 

ERH�ƥYWLMRK�XS\MRW�

hydro 
      therapies



Relaxing Body Massage 55 min - €70.00
Get the great pleasure of a full body gentle massage that has a balancing effect on 
the recipient as it helps them to release stress and tension creating a sense of peace 
and well being.

6IƥI\SPSK] 30 min - €50.00
%�WTIGMEP� XIGLRMUYIW�XLEX�FEWIH�SR�XLI�TVMRGMTPI�XLEX�XLIVI�EVI�reƥI\IW� MR�XLI�JIIX�XLEX�
relate every organ, gland and system of the body.

Indian Scalp Massage 40 min - €60.00
 A form of relaxation massage that focuses on the face, head , neck, shoulders, upper 
back and upper arms which are important energy centers within the body. 

Anti-stress Back Massage 
20 min - €40.00  / 30 min - €50.00
This massage works across the back, neck and shoulders to correct and relieve any 
muscular tension, it’s particularly suited to conditions involving stress or improving 
emotionally-related conditions. 

Facial  Massage 30 min - €50.00
This massage is meant to help relax and rejuvenate the body, mind and spirit while 
FIMRK�ZIV]�FIRIƤGMEP�JSV�XLI�JEGI��WOMR�XSRI�GER�FI�MQTVSZIH�ERH�JEGMEP�PMRIW�VIHYGIH��
Your face has a fresh, relaxed, more youthful and well rested look. 

Deep Tissue Massage 55 min - €90.00
8LMW�QEWWEKI�XIGLRMUYI�YWIW�WPS[IV��QSVI�JSVGIJYP�WXVSOIW�XS�XEVKIX�XLI�HIITIV�PE]IVW�
of muscle and connective tissue, commonly to help with muscle damage from injuries.

Lymphatic massage 60 min - €90.00
8LI� P]QTLEXMG�QEWWEKI�� MW�TIVJSVQIH�[MXL�WTIGMEP� XIGLRMUYIW�SJJIVMRK� JEWX�ERH�IJ-
ƤGMIRX�VIQSZEP�SJ�XS\MRW��[LMPI�LIPTW�VIHYGI�PSGEPM^IH�JEX�ERH�GIPPYPMXI��'SQFMRIH�[MXL�
the specially formulated gel with green tea extract, which protect from premature age-
MRK�SJ�XLI�WOMR��TVSZMHMRK�ERXMS\MHERX��TVSXIGXMZI�ERH�ERXM�MRƥEQQEXSV]�TVSTIVXMIW�

Traditional Thai Massage 70 min  -  €110.00
8LEM�QEWWEKI�XEOIW�TPEGI�SR�E�QEXXVIWW�SR�XLI�ƥSSV��MX�MRZSPZIW�WXVIXGLMRK�ERH�QSZMRK�
body into many different positions. The therapist manipulate a handful of major zen 
lines by pressing certain points along the lines, without the use of oil. (please wear 
comfortable clothes)

Pure senses spa Aromatherapy 
Full Body Massage 60 min  -  €100.00
Essential oils, especially selected, combined with a rhythmic, relaxing massage tech-
RMUYI�XLEX�PMFIVEXIW�XIRWMSR��VIWXSVIW�XLI�WIRWIW�ERH�SJJIVW�EFWSPYXI�XVERUYMPPMX]�

Ayurveda Special Body Massage 70 min  -  €110.00
The Ayurveda approach to health is the balance of body, mind and spirit and the pro-
motion of long life. This kind of massage focuses on exercise, meditation and mas-
sage, as an effective treatment for the releases of every day strain and stress.  

Mediterranean Wish 60 min - €95.00
Original massage of golden drops from a hot candle that, when pouring them over the 
skin, will calm and pacify the spirit while gliding over the whole body. Choose among 
lavender, citrus or olive touch. 

4 Hands Massage 55 min - €120.00
8LI�YRMUYI�JIIP�SJ���LERHW�XSYGLMRK�]SYV�FSH]�WS�LEVQSR]�SJJIVW�]SY�E�KVIEX�TPIEWYVI��
8[S�XLIVETMWXW�[SVOMRK�WMQYPXERISYWP]�MR�SVHIV�XS�EVSYWI�XLI�QSWX�FIRIƤGMEP�VIWYPXW�MR�
term of personal relaxation and balance, get this original exotic experience.

Obsidian Holistic Massage 75 min - €110.00
%R�I\GPYWMZI�VMXYEP�GSQFMRIW�,SX�
�'SPH�[MXL�&PEGO�
�;LMXI�7XSRIW�JVSQ�ZSPGERMG�PERHW��
these contrasts combine to rebalance your emotional well being, eliminate toxins, revi-
talize the body, combat stress and overcome anxiety. A truly amazing experience. 

The Shiatsu Massage 70 min - €110.00
8LI�WLMEXWY� MW�E�JSVQ�SJ�.ETERIWI�FSH][SVO�[LMGL� MRGPYHI�QEWWEKIW�[MXL�ƤRKIVW��
XLYQFW�ERH�TEPQW�SJ�WTIGMƤG�TEVXW�SJ�XLI�FSH]��XLMW�OMRH�SJ�XIGLRMUYI�MQTVSZIW�XLI�
REXYVEP� ƥS[� SJ� IRIVK]� XLVSYKL� XLI� FSH]� EPWS� VIPMIZIW� WXMJJ� QYWGPIW� ERH� EPPIZMEXIW�
stress.(please wear comfortable clothes)

Hot Stones Massage 85 min - €120.00
This amazing full body stone ritual offers you an unforgettable experience, while the 
worm stones are placed along the recipient’s back they help to retain heat which then 
deeply penetrates into the muscles and offers pain relief, improves blood circulation 
ERH�QIRXEP�FIRIƤXW��

Future mum 45 min - €80.00
4VIKRERG]�MW�E�YRMUYI�TIVMSH�MR�XLI�PMJI�SJ�IZIV]�[SQER��=SY�RIIH�XS�KIX�QSVI�VIPE\E-
tion in order to transfer all this feeling to your baby, on the side massage for pregnant 
women is a very good way to alleviate pain, reduce stress and eliminate swelling in 
the feet and legs. 

massage 
special massage



Full Leg  55 min - €35.00
Half Leg 25 min - €30.00
Full Arm 25 min - €20.00
Half Arm 15 min - €15.00
Under Arm 15 min - €20.00

Bikini 15 min - €20.00
Brazilian Bikini 35 min - €30.00
Upper Lip & Chin 15 min - €13.00
Pure Senses Package  60 min - €45.00
(full leg & bikini)

Back area 30 min - €30.00

Manicure  40 min - €25.00
Pedicure 50 min - €35.00
French Manicure 45 min - €27.00

French Pedicure 50 min - €37.00
Pure Senses 
Spa Manicure 60 min - €35.00
Pure Senses 
Spa Pedicure 60 min - €45.00
Nail Art-Strass  5 min - €  1.50
(per piece) 
Nail Shape & Varnish   15 min - €20.00
(hands)

Nail Shape & Varnish  15 min - €20.00
(feet)

Permanent
nail polish 50 min - €40.00
Remove Permanent 
nail polish & Manicure 60 min - €35.00
Remove Permanent 
nail polish  30 min - €15.00

styling

€25.00    Woman’s Haircut
€20.00    Man’s Haircut
€20.00    Children’s Haircut
€20.00    Coiffure for short hair
€25.00    Coiffure for medium hair
€30.00    Coiffure for long hair
€40.00    Special Coiffure
€25.00    Straightening short hair
€30.00    Straightening medium hair
€35.00    Straightening long hair
€15.00    Hair Reforming
€220.00  Coiffure for Bride to be
€5.00      Hair Cleaning
€10.00    Shaving

Hair therapies-masks

€20.00    Hair loss Therapy
€15.00    Treatment for Xeroderma
€25.00    Shine & Hydration Therapy

technical procedures

€30.00    Coloring short hair
€35.00    Coloring medium hair
€40.00    Coloring long hair
€25.00    Coloring root
€15.00 ����6IƥIX�WLSVX�LEMV
€20.00    6IƥIX�QIHMYQ�LEMV
€25.00    6IƥIX�PSRK�LEMV
€25.00    Coloring lotion short hair
€30.00     Coloring lotion medium hair
€35.00    Coloring lotion long hair
€35.00    Streaks short hair
€50.00    Streaks medium hair
€60.00    Streaks long hair

coiffeurs
manicure
       pedicure

€15.00    Hair Spa with Essential Oils 
€15.00    Nutrition Mask

Eye brow Shape  20 min - €15.00

Day-time Make-Up 45 min - €35.00

maquillage
Evening Make-Up 60 min - €45.00

Bridal Make-Up 90 min - €135.00

waxing

salon 
        services



ŵ� 8LEPEWWSXLIVET]��
ŵ� -QQIHMEXI�&IEYX]�*PEWL
ŵ� 1IHMXIVVERIER�;MWL
Ideal for couples that wish to experience moments of relaxation and pleasure together, by enjoying the saltwater warm 
TSSP�[MXL�XLI�FIRIƤXW�SJ��L]HVS�QEWWEKI�ERH�E�KVIEX�JEGI�XVIEXQIRX�JSV�XLI�JEGMEP�WLMRI�ERH�RYXVMXMSR��-R�XLI�IRH�GSQIW�E�
LSPMWXMG�VIPE\MRK�QEWWEKI�[MXL�[EVQ�WIRWIW�JSV�FSH]�ERH�QMRH��XLI�I\TIVMIRGI�MW�GSQTPIXIH�EJXIV�FPS[MRK�SJJ�XLI�ƥEQI�
and making a wish together.

A wish of love 
135 min - €150.00

ŵ� 6IJVIWLMRK�,]HVSXLIVET]��
ŵ� 7IE�7EPX�7GVYF
ŵ� +VIIO�1EWWEKI
A relaxing bath of well-being for the body, mind and spirit, an unforgettably pleasant experience followed by sea salt scrub 
XLEX�XEOI�E[E]�XLI�HIEH�GIPPW��PIEZIW�XLI�WOMR�[SRHIVJYPP]�WSJX��QSMWXYVM^IH�ERH�HIXS\MƤIH��8LI�TEGOEKI�MW�GSQTPIXIH�[MXL�
a sensational massage that has the multiple properties of traditional Greek olive oil and original aromas combined with 
the movements of natural sea conches that glide over the body with a distressing rhythm.

Cretan welcome with sea touch 

1

2
ŵ� 6EWYP�)\TIVMIRGI��
ŵ� 6S]EP�7YKEV�4IIPMRK
ŵ� 6MXYEP�%VSQEXLIVET]�1EWWEKI
%R�I\GIPPIRX��VIPE\MRK�QYH�XLIVET]�MR�E�6S]EP�XSXEPP]�TVMZEXI�EVIE��[LMGL�QSMWXYVM^IW�ERH�HIXS\MƤIW�XLI�WOMR��JSPPS[IH�F]�
peeling with sugar granules which sweeten both senses and body. The trip is completed with a deliberate aromatherapy 
QEWWEKI�[MXL�WIPIGXIH�IWWIRXMEP�SMPW�JYPP�SJ�ƥEZSVW�XLEX�[MPP�XEOI�SJJ�]SYV�WIRWIW��+IX�XLI�I\TIVMIRGI�SJ�XLVII�QSWX�VIPE\MRK�
treatments with an amazing combination.

The Royal moments 

3

115 min - €145.00

spa 
        packages

145 min - €190.00



Reservations
You are kindly requested to organize 

your appointment at least one day 

before, without of course, excluding the 

occasion to book on the spot, if there is 

availability.

Arrival time
We�OMRHP]�EWO�]SY�XS�GSQI�EX�PIEWX����
before your scheduled appointment, in 

order to prepare yourself correctly. 

In case of lateness that result in the

duration of your treatment.

Health Status
Please inform us of any health conditions 

allergies or injuries that could affect your 

treatment or use of the spa facilities.

Cancellations and Amendments
We really appreciate if you inform Pure 

senses spa in advance for any cancel-

lation or change of your appointment at 

least 24 hours earlier, otherwise there is 

a policy of 50% charge of the treatment. 

Thus, you give the opportunity to other 

guests to be able to make a reservation.

Hours of Operation 
The Pure Senses Spa is open daily, 

from 10.00 - 20.00

The Fitness Centre is open daily,

from 07.30 - 21.30

Personal Belongings
In our changing rooms you can use 

XLI� PSGOIVW�[LIVI� ]SY�[MPP� ƤRH� EPP� XLI�
equipment (bathrobes, slippers, towels) 

necessary for your treatment. Also you 

can use them for your personal belong-

ings, we notify you that in case of loss 

or damage of your belongings, the Pure 

Senses Spa is not liable. We recom-

mended to visit our spa without having 

valuable things or items of emotional 

value.

Use of Cellular Phones
Cellular Phones must be deactivated or 

set in the silent operation during your 

visit in the spa. A lot of therapies are 

taken place so we need to secure the 

tranquility and peace in the premises.

+MJXW�'IVXMƤGEXIW
You can choose variety of treatment 

from our menu for your special occa-

sion, please get in touch with Spa Re-

ception in advance.

Spa Experience
Before or after your treatment you can 

use our showers which are equipped 

with shower gel and shampoo, also 

during your session you can enjoy in 

our relaxation area some herbal teas 

and water.

Smoking
Smoking Is prohibited in all the areas of 

‘’Pure Senses Spa’’. 

Minimum Age
The minimum age for spa treatments 

and use of the gym and wellness area 

is 16 years.

Spa private massage
The ‘’Pure Senses Spa’’ provides you 

with a massage in your room upon 

availability with an extra charge of 30% 

(please contact with the spa reception 

in advance).

Prices and Method of Payment
You have the possibility to pay cash or 

with credit card. If you are accommo-

dated in the hotel you can also charge 

your therapies in the room. 

‘’Pure Senses Spa has all the rights to 

change the services or the prices 

without any further notice.

Useful Informations

F O R  R E S E R V A T I O N S  P L E A S E  D I A L  5 0 1 0

will do the best to offer you
unforgettable experience!



A  M E M B E R  O F  T R O U L I S  G R O U P


